BLF is banned! What is to be done?

Special Policy Conference Guidelines
Our revolutionary movement is under attack from our primary enemy. The courts,
media and captured political parties have all conspired by commission or
ommission against Black First Land First (BLF). BLF is the first political movement
to be banned under democracy. The enemy is doing everything to stop the march
of BLF. But no one can stop an idea whose time has come.
As part of responding to the enemy’s attack, BLF shall hold a Special Policy
Conference to address the question of what is to be done?
The banning order, through the deregistration of BLF, is the subject of appeal
before the Electoral Court. We as revolutionaries must not leave our fate in the
hands of the compromised judiciary. Irrespective of what the Court ’s decision
might be on appeal, BLF has to respond to the banning order on its own. The
Special Policy Conference is BLF ’s own response in this respect.

Who must attend?
1. A minimum of fifteen delegates from each Province.
2. A minimum two delegates per institution from the BLF Student Movement
(BLF SM).
3. A minimum of two delegates from each Regional Coordinating Committees
(RCC).
4. A minimum of two delegates from each Branch Coordinating Committee
(BCC).
5. Supporters can attend as observers with full rights of participation in
deliberations but with no voting rights.
Each Province must facilitate discussion
Each Provincial Coordinating Committee must undertake a process to ensure that
discussion of the Policy Document happens. It is preferable for each Province to
submit its own provincial position at least two weeks before the conference.

Public engagement

Supporters and sympathizers are also encouraged to engage the discussion
document and send their views via email and other social media platforms of the
organization.

Registration fee
It is proposed that participants provide a donation of any kind to assist with the
logistics of the conference.

Date
The Special Policy Conference shall be held on the 30th of November 2019 in
Johannesburg.

RSVP
All conference delegates and participants must RSVP by the 31 October 2019 via
email to blackfirstlandfirst@gmail.com using the subject line, "RSVP Special
Policyholder Conference". Details indicating your full name, identity number,
Branch and Province must be specified in the email.
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